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Class information

 Quiz
 No partial credits 
 You will have the solutions for most of quiz problems in advance

 40 minutes lecture + 10 minutes break + 25 minutes lecture
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Course at glance
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Discrete-time signals

Fourier-domain 
representation

Sampling and 
reconstruction

Z-transform DFT/FFT

Discrete-time systems

Discrete-time 
signals and systems

Structure

Analysis

Filter design



Discrete-Time Signals



Basic discrete-time sequences
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Important role of unit sample sequence

 Any arbitrary sequence can be represented as unit sample sequence
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Memorize this form!



Properties of exponential and sinusoidal sequences

 Because n is always integer, with arbitrary integer r, 

 Periodicity

 For exponential sequence to be periodic, i.e.,                                  for all n,
it is necessary and sufficient to have
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Complex exponential and sinusoidal sequences with frequencies                   , 
where r is an integer, are indistinguishable from one another.

Period

may not be periodic depending on frequency



Periodicity examples

 is periodic with period N=8

 is periodic with period N=16

 is not periodic at all   
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Different from continuous-time 
sinusoidal signals



Number of distinguishable frequencies

 Let

 There are N distinguishable frequencies that are periodic with period N 
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Same frequency in exponential sequences 

Basic for discrete-time Fourier analysis later



Discrete-Time Systems



Definition of discrete-time system

 Transformation or operator that maps an input x[n] into an output y[n]
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Mathematical definition Pictorial definition



Examples of discrete-time systems

 The ideal delay system

 Moving average
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Important properties of systems

 Memoryless systems

 Linear systems

 Time-invariant systems

 Causality

 Stability
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Memoryless systems

 The output of y[n] at every value of n depends only on the input x[n] at 
the same value of n

 Example:

 Examples of systems with memory 
 Ideal delay

 Moving average
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Linear systems

 A system is linear if and only if 

and

where a is an arbitrary constant.
 Combined into superposition

for arbitrary constants a and b.
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Additivity property

Scaling property 
(homogeneity)



Examples of linear systems

 Ideal delay                                                       

 Moving average                                                           

 What about squaring system                                          ?

 What about accumulator                             ?
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Time-invariant systems

 Time shift of the input x[n] causes a corresponding shift in the output y[n]
 Let

If                             , then

 Example:
 Accumulator                                is time-invariant.  

Proof: Compare
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Causality

 For every choice of     , the output sequence value at the index      
depends only on the input sequence values for 

 Current output is a function of only past and present inputs, not future 
inputs.

 Examples
 Backward difference system is causal

 Forward difference system is non-causal
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Stability

 Many different definitions of ‘stability’ exist
 We focus on bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) stability

 A system is BIBO stable iff every bounded input sequence produces a 
bounded output sequence.

 Input is bounded if there exists a fixed positive finite value       such that

With bounded input, there exists a fixed positive finite values      such that
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Stability examples

 Squaring system                                           is BIBO stable

 Accumulator                             is not BIBO stable

Proof: Check with the input 
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Linear time-invariant (LTI) systems

 LTI systems have significant signal-processing applications
 Recall that the input sequence can be represented as

 Let 
 Output becomes 
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Linear

Time-invariant

Work as constants
Will call this impulse response



Discrete-time convolution

 Define the convolution sum operator

 Notational ambiguity
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Computing discrete-time convolution

 There are several ways to compute discrete-time convolution
 1) Superposition of responses to individual samples of the input
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Computing discrete-time convolution

 2) More systematical approach
 Exploit h[n-k]  Step 1: reverse h[k]

 Step 2: delay h[k] by n samples, i.e., h[n-k]
 Step 3: For each output sample y[n], multiply x[k] 

and h[n-k], then sum the whole products
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Example 2.11



LTI systems and convolution sum

 LTI systems are described by the convolution sum

 Need to understand the properties of convolution sum
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Impulse response is a complete characterization of a specific LTI system



Properties of convolution sum

 Commutative

 Distributive

 Associative

 Combining commutative and associative
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Pictorial representations
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Important properties of systems

 Memoryless systems

 Linear systems

 Time-invariant systems

 Causality

 Stability
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Two properties define LTI systems
What about other properties?



BIBO stable and causal LTI systems

 LTI systems are stable iff

 LTI systems are causal iff

 LTI systems are in general with memory
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Impulse responses of basic LTI systems

 Ideal delay

 Moving average

 Accumulator

 Forward difference
 Backward difference 
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BIBO stable?
Causal?



IIR vs. FIR systems

 IIR: infinite-duration impulse response
 IIR examples

 FIR: finite-duration impulse response
 FIR examples

• Ideal delay, moving average, forward/backward differences
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Closer look into ideal delay systems

 The output of delay system

 The impulse response of delay system

 Therefore,

 Example: 
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Convolution of a shifted impulse sequence with any signal x[n] 
is easily evaluated by simply shifting x[n]



Concept of inverse systems

 Note

 The system          is inverse of         if

 Example
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Linear constant-coefficient difference equations

 Some LTI systems can be represented using linear constant-coefficient 
difference equations

 Rearrange to have a recursive form
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Past outputs
= feedback path

Present and past inputs



Difference equations example

 Accumulator
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Difference equations example

 Moving average with

 Alternatively representation
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Practical example

 Bank account
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Today’s balance Interest rate Yesterday’s balance
Today’s deposit/withdrawal



MATLAB Programming
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Unit sample sequence

% Unit sample sequence
n=-10:20;

u=[zeros(1,10) 1 zeros(1,20)];
stem(n,u)
xlabel('Time index n');
ylabel('Amplitude');
title('Unit sample sequence');
axis([-10 20 0 1.2]);
grid;
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Real exponential sequence

% Real exponential sequence
clf;
clear all
clc

n=0:35;
a=1.2;
K=0.2;
x=K*a.^n;

stem(n,x);
xlabel('Time index n');
ylabel('Amplitude');
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Complex exponential sequence
% Complex exponential sequence
c=-(1/12)+(pi/6)*1i;
K=2;
n=0:40;
x=K*exp(c*n);

subplot(2,1,1);
stem(n,real(x));
xlabel('Time index n');
ylabel('Amplitude');
title('Real part');

subplot(2,1,2);
stem(n,imag(x));
xlabel('Time index n');
ylabel('Amplitude');
title('Imaginary part');

0.92…<1
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Sinusoidal sequence

% Sinusoidal sequence
n=0:40;
f=0.1;
phase=pi/6;
A=1.5;
arg=2*pi*f*n+phase;
x=A*cos(arg);

stem(n,x)
axis([0 40 -2 2]);
grid;
xlabel('Time index n');
ylabel('Amplitude');
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Moving average

% Signal smoothing (moving average)

R=51;
d=1.2*(rand(1,R)-0.5);  % Generate random noise
m=0:R-1;
s=2*m.*(0.9.^m);        % Generate uncorrupted signal
x=s+d;                  % Generate noise corrupted signal

subplot(2,1,1);plot(m,d,'r-',m,s,'g--',m,x,'b-.');
xlabel('Time index n');ylabel('Amplitude');
legend('d[n]','s[n]','x[n]');

x1=[0 0 x];x2=[0 x 0];x3=[x 0 0];
y=(x1+x2+x3)/3;
subplot(2,1,2);plot(m,y(2:R+1),'r-',m,s,'g--');
legend('y[n]','s[n]');xlabel('Time index n');ylabel('Amplitude');
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M-point moving average using ‘filter’
n=0:100;
s1=cos(2*pi*0.05*n);    % low-frequency sinusoid
s2=cos(2*pi*0.47*n);    % high-frequency sinusoid
x=s1+s2;

%M=input('Desired length of the filter=');
M=2;
%x_coff=ones(1,M);
x_coff=[1 1];
y=filter(x_coff/M,1,x);

subplot(2,2,1);plot(n,s1);axis([0,100,-2,2]);
xlabel('Time index n');ylabel('Amplitude');title('Signal #1');

subplot(2,2,2);plot(n,s2);axis([0,100,-2,2]);
xlabel('Time index n');ylabel('Amplitude');title('Signal #2');

subplot(2,2,3);plot(n,x);axis([0,100,-2,2]);
xlabel('Time index n');ylabel('Amplitude');title('Input signal');

subplot(2,2,4);plot(n,y);axis([0,100,-2,2]);
xlabel('Time index n');ylabel('Amplitude');title('Output signal');
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Impulse response using ‘impz’

N=40;
x_coff=[2.2403 2.4908 2.2403];
y_coff=[1 -0.4 0.75];

y=impz(x_coff,y_coff,N);

stem(y);
xlabel('Time index n');
ylabel('Amplitude')
title('Impulse response');
grid
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Convolution sum

h=[3 2 1 -2 1 0 -4 0 3];
x=[1 -2 3 -4 3 2 1];
y=conv(h,x);
n=0:14;

subplot(2,1,1);stem(n,y)
xlabel('Time index n');ylabel('Amplitude')
title('Output from convolution')

x1=[x zeros(1,8)];
y1=filter(h,1,x1);
subplot(2,1,2);stem(n,y1)
xlabel('Time index n');ylabel('Amplitude')
title('Output from filtering')



Homework

 Problems in textbook: 2.21, 2.23, 2.25, 2.26, 2.30
 MATLAB problems

 Submit on 9/20 (Thursday) before the class by email
 In each line, put annotation that explains the meaning of the line

• Without annotations, you will receive only half points even with correct programming
• From next homework, annotate only for the key lines

 Submit 
• Hard copy that includes plots and answers for questions (if there is any)
• Send a zip file containing all m-files and plots

– Email title: DSP homework 1_name (Please!!!)
– Zip file naming: DSP_HW1_name.zip (Please!!!)
– Have one m-file per problem
– M files should be executed without any modification!!!
– Once executed, all related plots (which are contained in the hard copy) should be popped-up
– Clearly write title, x&y axes in each plot
– It is okay to use subplot or multiple plots.
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MATLAB problem 1

 Consider the system

 Same system as in the previous example- “Impulse response using ‘impz’”

 Let

 Plot the first 40 samples                                           and
 Is this system linear?   
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MATLAB problem 2

 Write a MATLAB program to generate the impulse response of 

using ‘filter’ command.

 Plot the impulse response.

 Compare the result with the previous example: “Impulse response using ‘impz’”
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MATLAB problem 3

 The system 

can be implemented as a cascade of two systems
 Stage 1

 Stage 2

 Compare the two systems by plotting the impulse response (i.e., the input 
is                   ) of the first 41 samples. 
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